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1.  GETTING STARTED 
 
 The PVSims MATLAB simulation estimates the power and current output of solar panels 
and arrays given basic information available on manufacturer data sheets [1] – [3].  It is intended 
as a tool to investigate how effectively bypass diodes and submodule-integrated DC-DC 
converters (subMICs) mitigate the effects of shading and other mismatches within and among 
solar panels.  Several architectures replacing bypass diodes with subMICs are available in the 
simulation.   

 This tool is based on the commonly used five-parameter equivalent circuit model of a 
photovoltaic cell, as shown in Fig. 1 [3], [4].  The output current can be calculated as: 

	 	 ∗ 1 	     (1) 

where Vd = Vcell + Icell  ∙ Rs. The five parameters are the generated current, Ig, the diode reverse 
saturation current, Idrs, the parallel resistance, Rp, the series resistance, Rs, and the diode quality 
factor, a.  In this simulation, a is selected by the user or set to 1 by default.  The other four 
parameters are determined from the manufacturer’s data at standard test conditions for the 
module-level short-circuit current, Isc, open-circuit voltage, Voc, and maximum power point at 
Vmpp, Impp.  It is assumed that the generated current is approximately the short-circuit current for 
an individual cell, that is Ig ≈ Isc.  The last three parameters, Rp, Rs, and Idrs, are then found via a 
recursive algorithm, as described in [5].  If desired, these parameters can be modified with a 
given cell temperature according to equations (2)-(4): 

, 1 0.0002677     (2) 

,         (3) 

, ∗
, 	 	

	        (4) 

where Tc is the cell temperature, S is the incident irradiance, μisc is the temperature coefficient at 
short circuit current, k is the Boltzmann constant, Eg is the band gap energy, and the ref subscript 
refers to reference parameters at standard test conditions (STC) [6].  Solving the above function 
for the I-V characteristic of the solar cell can be computationally demanding, so this simulation 
estimates the solution as a piecewise linear function.  The resolution of the model can be 
adjusted as needed. 

Fig. 1.  Five-parameter circuit 
equivalent of a solar cell. Modified 
from [3].   
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 The basic unit of simulation in PVSims is a PV system comprised of PV modules with nc 
cells in each substring.  In a simulation, the number of substrings, ns, refers to the total number of 
substrings in a series-connected string, rather than the number of substrings in an individual 
module.  In a conventional panel, substrings are bypassed by back-panel diodes, as in Fig. 2(a).  
The PV system is typically comprised of strings of PV modules in parallel, where nstrings is the 
number of parallel strings and nmods is the number of series-connected modules in each string.  
Fig. 2(b) shows a PV system where nmods = 2 and nstrings = 2.  The basic parameters of the 
five-parameter model are identical for all modules in the system, but the shading, cell 
temperature, and available irradiance can be unique for every cell in the system if desired.  
PVSims can then calculate the maximum power point (MPP) power and current from PV system 
or calculate the power and current at a particular voltage given the current conditions.  
 

 This guide is organized as follows.  Section 2 describes the available module 
architectures, incorporating bypass diodes or subMICs.  Section 3 describes the building blocks 
of the simulation: a PV system and modifications to fit the desired irradiance, shading, and 
temperature conditions, as well as modifications to better estimate the effects of subMIC 
imperfections, including efficiency, finite gain, and current limits.  The available functions are 
described and are illustrated in the accompanying examples.  Section 4 concludes the guide with 
more examples, including performance comparisons of partially shaded modules with bypass 
diodes or subMICs at one time point and over long time periods.    

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 2.  (a) A PV module with 3 substrings.  (b) A sample PV system consisting of four 
modules.  In this case, ns = 6, nmods = 2, and nc = 8. 
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2.  EXPLORING BYPASS ARCHITECTURES 
  
 The main value in employing PVSims is the ability to compare a PV system’s power 
output given the following configurations of power devices within modules: no bypass 
mechanism between substrings, conventional bypass diodes between substrings, substring-level 
DC-DC converters (subMICs), or module-level DC optimizers.  The motivation for introducing 
bi-directional, parallel-connected submodule-integrated DC-DC converters (subMICs) is to 
recover power lost in case of mismatches.  In series-connected solar cells, mismatches due to 
shading, temperature differences, dirt, aging, and manufacturing tolerances cause a 
disproportionately large reduction in power output by restricting the series current.  When 
mismatches cause reverse-biased cells to enter breakdown, the resulting hot spots can cause cell 
failures.  The standard module architecture with bypass diodes protects against hot spots by 
shorting the affected area, but with an additional power loss.  In contrast, subMICs can shuttle 
current among substrings, maintaining a steadier current along the series-connected cells and 
extracting a much larger percent of the total available power. SubMICs have no insertion losses 
and only process power when a mismatch occurs - an advantage over module-level converters 
that must process all output power when connected in series with the panel. SubMICs perform 
finer-granularity maximum power point tracking (MPPT) and maintain a convex power vs. 
voltage characteristic with one maximum, in contrast to the multiple maxima generated when 
bypass diodes are active.  See [1]-[3], [5], and [7] for more background. 
 This release of PVSims supports calculations based on three different options for wiring 
subMICs; these architectures are described below, and examples comparing the power output 
with the different internal power devices and subMIC architectures can be found in Section 4.  
 
2.1 Isolated-Port PV-to-Bus subMIC Architecture 

The main architecture is the fully-wired isolated-port option, in which the secondary 
ports of the subMICs are connected in parallel to each other, but isolated from the module input 
and output.  By disconnecting the secondary port voltage from the module voltage, the secondary 
voltage, Vsec, can be chosen independently.  The subMIC power rating can be reduced to a 
fraction ([ns - 1]/ns) of the power rating needed for the non-isolated case (Section 2.3).   In 
addition, the secondary ports are connected across panels, so the system has the built-in 
advantage of current balancing among the panels in an array.  As a trade-off, it requires more 
wiring and is not as modular.  This is the default subMIC architecture for PVSims, and can be 
simulated with all modules in one horizontal string combined into one ‘large’ module because all 
substrings are wired into the same bus.  For example, the string in Fig. 5 would be simulated as 
one module with nine substrings.  See [5] for more details on the isolated and non-isolated port 
architectures. 

Fig. 3 Fully-wired isolated port 
architecture 
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2.3 Nonisolated-Port PV-to-Bus subMIC Architecture 

  

In second main architecture, the secondary ports of the DC-DC converters are connected 
in parallel with each other and to the module output, as in Fig. 5.  This architecture can be 
implemented with one of two strategies to achieve current balancing, as explained in the first 
example of Section 4. 
 

2.4 PV-to-PV subMIC Architecture 

 

The last subMIC variation, PV-to-PV, offers an alternative method of differential power 
processing (Fig. 6), as described in detail in [8], [9].  ‘Example_5__submicpvtopv.m’ described 
in section 3.1 below also illustrates this architecture.  
 

2.5 Module-Level DC Optimizers 

  

In the last architecture shown in Fig. 7, DC optimizers are placed at the module level.  
Regardless of whether these are implemented as DC optimizers or microinverters, the important 
assumption is that the module is operating at its MPP at the input to the optimizer.  In contrast 
with subMICs, these are full power processing rather than differential power processing devices, 
so will present insertion losses and greater efficiency losses - see Section 3.5.1 for a note on FPP 
efficiency.  In the simulation, DC optimizers can actually be incorporated at any level; for 
example, simulate optimizers at the substring level simply by assuming each module is only one 
substring long while applying this architecture.  

Fig. 6 PV-to-PV architecture 

Fig. 5 Non-isolated port architecture 

Fig. 7 Module-level DC optimizers 
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3. SIMULATING A PV SYSTEM 
 In this section, we describe the basic functions used in PVSims and their required 
arguments, and give basic examples.  Section 4 then gives multiple examples employing these 
basic functions in more complex simulations 
 
3.1 Pvsystem 

As described in Section 1, the basic unit of simulation is a ‘pvsystem’ object, which 
describes a system comprised of parallel strings of PV modules.  All modules are assumed to be 
from the same brand and model and have the same manufacturer’s data.  Initializing a 
‘pvsystem’ requires the manufacturer-provided data for the module-level short-circuit current, Isc, 
open-circuit voltage, Voc, rated current, Impp, and rated voltage, Vmpp, at standard test conditions 
(1000 W/m2 irradiance and 25°C cell temperature).  A generic pvsystem of a single module with 
3 substrings of 24 cells and no bypassing power device can be initialized by calling ‘pvsystem()’ 
with no arguments.  The inputs and outputs for the ‘pvsystem()’ function are as follows: 

 Open and run ‘Example_1__conergyp175.m,’ ‘Example_2__sharpnd208u1.m,’ and 
‘Example_3__suntechstp175.m.’  These examples plot the simulated I-V and P-V curves for 
three brands of PV modules and compare them to data from NREL’s SAM [10].  Part A in each 
example initializes a ‘pvsystem’ of a single module using data taken from the manufacturer’s 
sheets.  Importantly, note that the MPP and open-circuit voltage are given at the substring 
rather than module level, as shown in lines 16-17 in the examples.  Part B plots the curves using 
‘pvplot,’ as will be explained in the next section.   

Inputs: [isc, voc, impp, vmpp, ncells, nsubs, nmods, nstrings, powerdevice,  
   |arch|, |breakdown|, |tolerance|, |a|] 
 
           isc    := Short-circuit current 
           voc    := Substring open-circuit voltage 
           impp   := MPP current 
           vmpp   := Substring MPP voltage  
           ncells := Number of cells in a substring 
           nsubs  := Number of substrings per string 
           nmods  := Number of modules 
           nstrings  := Number of strings in parallel 
           powerdevice := Power electronics in the PV system  
 
           OPTIONAL ARGUMENTS: 
            |arch|   := Power electronics architecture 
            |breakdown| := Breakdown voltage of cells (typically < 0) 
            |tolerance| := Accuracy for solver  
            |a| := PV Diode quality factor (typically 1 < a < 2) 
 
Outputs: [ PV system structure ] 

‘pvsystem’ Interface 
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These basic modules are simulated at STC without any power device between substrings 
(pvpowerdevice == ‘none’).  Open and run ‘Example_4__ 2_strings.m,’ which explores some of 
these bypass architectures described in Section 2 and summarized in Table 1 above.  In this 
example, the PV system consists of two parallel strings of two modules, with one shaded 
substring as explained in Section 3.3.2.  Notice that given the architectures used here, a string of 
two modules can simply be simulated as one module with double the substrings (Line 13).  The 
green and yellow output curves are the outputs of the individual strings; the blue, red, and cyan 
curves show total system output under each of the three architectures.  In the third section of the 
example (Line 46), the output of the system is calculated with the fully wired isolated-port 
subMIC architecture (‘pvtobus_iso’).  This is the default whenever a ‘pvsystem’ is constructed 
with ‘dpp_submic’ as the power device; see ‘Example_5__submicpvtopv.m’ for an example of 
switching between architectures (Line 24).   See line 40 of Example 5 for a calculation of the 
power processed by PV-to-PV subMICs based on their duty cycle.  The displayed results also 
indicate the power loss due to subMIC efficiency less than 100%.  A further comparison of 
subMIC architectures is given in section 4.  
 
3.2 Pvplot 
 Next, the ‘pvsystem’ object can be plotted using the ‘pvplot()’ function, which will plot 
either power or current as a function of voltage, where the P-V curve is the default.  For 
examples, Section B is each of Examples 1-3 contain calls to ‘pvplot(),’ and the three different 
systems in Example 4 are plotted in different colors.  The general inputs and outputs are 
described here:  

Table 1.  Bypass power devices supported by PVSims.  The subMIC architecture can have one of 
four wiring schemes, described in Section 2 and input into the ‘pvsystem.submic.arch’ field.  The 
fully wired isolated-port option, ‘pvtobus_iso’, is the default.  

Power device Architecture 
‘diode’ -- 
‘dpp_submic’ ‘pvtobus_iso’, ‘pvtobus_noniso’, ‘pvtopv’ 
‘fpp_mic’ -- 
‘none’ -- 
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3.3 Customizing Conditions 
 Next, a generic pvsystem can be customized with the desired irradiance, shading, and 
temperature conditions to replace the STC.  The three ‘pvirradiance’, ‘pvshading’, and 
‘pvtemperature’ functions update these parameters and recalculate the generated currents, Ig.  If 
multiple parameters are going to be changed at once, it can be simpler to manually change some 
of the required temperature, irradiance, and cell temperature fields, then call one of these three 
functions to update the last field and recalculate Ig once as opposed to two or three times.  That 
strategy will be taken in some of the Section 4 examples.  The additional ‘pvtemp’ function 
recalculates the linear fit for the diode voltage, Vd, which should be called only once for a long 
term simulation as it will add to the simulation time. 

 
3.3.1 Pvirradiance 
 By default, it is assumed that the entire PV system has an available total irradiance of 
1000 W/m2 and diffuse irradiance of 150 W/m2.  Using the ‘pvirradiance’ function, as shown 
above, the irradiance can be modified at either the system or the cell level and the cell-level 
generated currents,  Ig’s, automatically updated. See line 24 of ‘Example_4__ 2_strings.m’ and 
line 30 of ‘Example_5__submicpvtopv.m’ for example calls to update system-level irradiance.   

For cell-level irradiance, this function will apply the same irradiance matrix to every 
module in the system, so in situations where modules have unique irradiance data, a better option 
is to manually update each pvsystem.data(string#, module#).irr field, then call pvshading or 
pvtemperature to ensure the Ig’s are recalculated.  See lines 79 and 95 of 
‘Example_12__interrowshading.m’ as an example of this strategy.  

Inputs: [ pv, number_of_samples, figure_handle, plot_type, voltage_range,  
point_for_mpp, style] 
 

           pv := pv system structure  
 OPTIONAL: 
           number_of_samples := samples taken for the plot 
           figure_handle := figure handle 
           plot_type := 'power' or 'current' ('power' by default) 
           voltage_range := [start, end] 
           point_for_mpp := [vmpp, impp] or [0,0] to not plot mpp's 
           style := color and style for total current or power curve,  

such as 'r-' 
 
Outputs: [ handle ] 

handle := figure handle

‘pvplot’ Interface 

Inputs: [ Inputs: [ pv, irr ] 
           pv  := PV System structure 
           irr := vector of irradiance (W/m2) 
             EITHER a 1×2 system-level matrix [Direct light, Diffuse light] 

      OR ns×nc×2 cell-level matrix [substring#, cell#, [Direct, Diffuse]] 
 
Outputs: [ PV structure with new irradiance and corresponding Ig’s] 

‘pvirradiance’ Interface 
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3.3.2 Pvshading 

When initialized, a ‘pvsystem’ is unshaded.  Using the ‘pvshading’ function, shading 
values for individual cells can be set to any value between 0, for unshaded, and 1, for completely 
shaded.  The generated current will then be recalculated by combining the direct radiation 
available to the unshaded part and the diffuse radiation available to the shaded part of the cell.  
The ‘pvshading’ function can be used in two ways: to apply known shading values or to 
randomly apply shading to either a substring or a module. 
 
Applying a Known Shading Value 

Fig. 8 shows an example partially shaded module and the corresponding shade matrix.  
Known shading values to be applied to a substring, module, or string, but when applying shading 
at the string level, all modules within the string will receive identical shading.  The interface for 
this strategy shown below.  See lines 24-25 of ‘Example_4__ 2_strings.m’ and lines 28-29 of 
‘Example_5__submicpvtopv.m’ for example calls to add shading to a single substring.  
‘Example_6__pvshading.m’ shows shading applied to an entire matrix, as well as random 
shading applied using ‘pvshading’ as described next.  
 
 

 
 
 
Applying a Random Shading Value 

 

Shade = 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Figure 8.  A shaded module and the corresponding ns x nc shading 
matrix.  The first five cells of substring 1 are completely shaded, 
while the last five cells are half shaded.  Substring 2 is unshaded. 

Inputs: [ pv, sha, id ]  
           pv := Pvsystem structure 
           sha := Array of shading values (1×nc) or (ns×nc) 

     id := string, module, or substring where to apply the shading 
               [string] OR [string module] for the cases where sha is (ns×nc) 

OR [string module substring] ONLY for the case when sha is (1×nc)  
            -- all shading values are [0..1] 
 
Outputs: [ PV System structure with shading and new vd fitting] 
 

‘pvshading’ Interface: Known Shading Values 
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 The ‘pvshading’ function can also be used to apply a random shade value between two 
limits to each cell. As before, the shading can be applied to one substring, module, or entire 
string, so long as the maximum and minimum limits are still within the range of [0…1].  Part C 
of ‘Example_6__pvshading.m’ has an example application of 50%-100% shading.  The 
alternative way of employing ‘pvshading’ is described here: 

 
3.3.3 Pvtemperature 
 Cell temperature at STC is 25°C.  This can be changed at the system or cell level using 
two functions: ‘pvtemperature’, which updates the cell-level temperature of the system, and 
‘pvtempfit’, which recalculates the Vd information in the system.  If the range of temperatures is 
increased, ‘pvtempfit’ must be called to reflect this.  The function can be called in two different 
modes: ‘temperature’ and ‘irradiance’. In the temperature mode, temperatures are modified 
directly. In the irradiance mode, temperature is calculated according to [13]. The interface of 
‘pvtemperature’ is as follows: 

 

Inputs: [ pv, data, mode, |id| ] 
           pv  := PV System structure 
           mode := ‘temperature’ or ‘irradiance’ 
           In ‘temperature’ mode: 
           data:= matrix of temperatures (°C)  
                   1×1 for the entire system 

ns/nmods×nc for a module (where ns is the total number of substrings in the 
string and nmods is the number of modules in the string 

           |id|:= [string, module] where to apply the shading 
                  mandatory for the cases where temp is (ns×nc) 
         In ‘irradiance’ mode: 
           data:= 1x2 matrix of irradiance [direct, diffuse] (W/m2) 
                      Cell temperature is computed according to King et al. 
                      2004, with the average irradiance of each cell depending 
                      on the shading data contained in cellsha and the 
                      coefficients in the subfield pv.temp. 
Outputs: [ PV System structure with new Vd fitting ] 

‘pvtemperature’ Interface 

Inputs: [ pv, [minsha, maxsha], id ] 
           pv := Pvsystem structure 

     minsha := scalar with minimum shading (1×1) or (ns×1) 
           maxsha := scalar with maximum shading (1×1) or (ns×1) 
           id := string, module, or substring where to apply the shading 
               EITHER [string] OR [string module] when minsha/maxsha are  

(1×1) or (ns×1) 
OR [string module substring] ONLY when minsha/maxsha are (1×1) 

            -- all shading values are [0..1] 
 
Outputs: [ PV System structure with shading and new vd fitting]

‘pvshading’ Interface: Random Shading Values 
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 The interface for ‘pvtempfit’ follows.  Both functions can be seen in 
‘Example_7__temperature_and_solving’.  Notice that for temperature to be incorporated at the 
cell rather than system level, the irradiance must also be given at the cell-level.  In this example, 
it is done manually by providing irradiance in mW/m2 in lines 36-37.  See also lines 47 and 76 of 
‘Example_12__interrowshading.m’ for an example that bypasses use of the ‘pvtemperature’ 
function.  

  
3.4 Pvsolve 

 Now that the ‘pvsystem’ has the necessary data, it can be solved for the operating current 
and power using ‘pvsolve.’  This function has two modes: Voltage mode, where it calculates the 
operating current at a particular voltage, and MPP mode, where it searches for the PV system’s 
MPP voltage, current, and power.  For the ‘fpp_mic’ architecture, the voltage mode is not as 
relevant, as modules can be operating at very different voltages; if voltage mode is called, the 
solver divides the voltage by nmods and solves each module individually.  However, the MPP 
mode works as expected to solve the MPP of the entire system for this architecture.  The ‘pvplot’ 
function includes calls to the ‘pvsolve’ function, but ‘pvsolve’ itself is useful for calculating 
power at a range of time points during long-term simulations.  The interface for the two modes is 
shown above.  

a) Voltage MODE 
Inputs: [ pv, voltage, ['debug'] ] 
           pv      := pv system structure 
           voltage := pv system voltage, same for all strings in parallel 

OPTIONAL: 
           'debug' := this option enables debugging 
 
b) MPP MODE 
Inputs: [ pv, 'mpp', [lbound], [tolerance], ['debug'] ] 
           pv        := PV system structure 

OPTIONAL: 
           lbound    := voltage lower bound of the MPP seek (Default == 0V) 
             (string voltage if pv.nmods == 1, and module voltage otherwise) 

     tolerance := precision for MPP seeking (default = 1e-2) 
           'debug'   := this option enables debugging 
 
a) and b) MODES 
Outputs: [ pv.data, errorcode ] 
           pv.data    := pv data structure with MPP info 
           errorcode  := solver errorcode 

‘pvsolve’ Interface 

Inputs: [ Inputs: [ pv, temp ] 
           pv  := PV System structure 
           temp:= matrix of temperatures (°C)  
                  [mintemp, maxtemp] 
Outputs: [ pv structure with new vd fitting ]

‘pvtempfit’ Interface 
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 ‘Example_7__temperature_and_solving.m’ calls both the voltage and MPP modes of 
‘pvsolve,’ which will also be used in the Section 4 examples.  See also line 31 of 
‘Example_5__submicpvtopv.m’ for a call to ‘pvsolve’ and subsequent calculations in lines 37-
43. 
 
3.5 Incorporating SubMIC Limitations 
 The parameters of the subMICs themselves can also be adjusted to reflect the actual 
limitations of DC-DC converters.  By default, subMICs are assumed to be 90% efficient, but 
otherwise have ideal performance.  The next three sections go over limitations that can be 
incorporated before plotting or solving the system.  
 
3.5.1 Efficiency 
 For the differential power processing architectures, subMICs are assumed to consume 
some power whenever current is either injected into or extracted from a substring.  To change the 
assumed efficiency of the subMICs from 90%, update the ‘pvsystem.submic.eff’ field with a 
value from 0 to 1.  Part B of ‘Example_8__subMICLimits.m’ plots the output of a system as the 
subMIC efficiency varies.  It is important to note that for the ‘fpp_mic’ architecture, efficiency 
does not affect the operating point of the PV, which is assumed to be at its MPP or the user-
defined voltage, so PVSims will ignore it.  Instead, the user should apply losses to the output 
power of the simulation.   
 
3.5.2 Finite Gain 

When a ‘pvsystem’ is initialized, it is assumed that all subMICs have an infinite gain, k, 
so there is perfect voltage balancing amongst substrings.  In order to better simulate a real DC-
DC converter, change k to an appropriate finite value in the ‘pvsystem.submic.k’ field.  

 
3.5.3 Power Rating 

In this release, converters are assumed to be rated at sufficiently large power such that 
there are no limitations in power processing.  

The heuristic branch-and-bound algorithm in [3] allows to include power limits and to 
determine which subMICs are saturated or, in the worst case, shut down. This algorithm has not 
been included in the current release. 
 
3.5.4 Conventional Wiring 
   The PV-to-Bus architecture requires additional wiring with respect to conventional PV 
modules. The possibilities of a conventionally wired PV module with subMICs were investigated 
in [14], and an algorithm allowing to simulate such a possibility was developed. This part of the 
code has not been included in the release. 
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4. EXAMPLES 
 Given the simulation building blocks described in Section 3, this last section includes 
several examples, including a few with more tips for building long-term simulations.   
 
4.1 Optimal vs. Suboptimal subMIC control 
 The various power devices and subMIC architectures have been previously explained, but 
one more option to modify the pv-to-bus, fully wired isolated-port subMIC architecture 
(‘pvtobus_iso’) deserves explanation.  This architecture can be simulated with one of two control 
strategies.  In the first strategy, ‘voltage_optimal’, a linear programming problem is solved to 
determine how to achieve power balancing with the minimum amount of power processed by the 

subMICs [5].  In Fig. 10(a), the generated power from substring 1, G1, is only half the generated 
power from the other substrings.  SubMIC 1 injects the necessary current to match the output 
from the other substrings.  Notice that in this optimal solution the total power processed is less 
than in other possible solutions, such as extracting 30 W from both substrings 2 and 3.   
Implementing this architecture will require communication among the subMICs with a central 
controller to solve the linear programming problem and send the resulting commands to the each 
subMIC.  In many cases, more than one equally optimal solution is possible.   
 A simpler strategy, ‘voltage_suboptimal’, does not require communication among the 
subMICs.  Instead, each subMIC has its own local controller.  When the subMIC detects a 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 10.  Optimal vs. 
suboptimal control for 
the non-isolated 
architecture with ideal 
subMICs, illustrated for 
the case where substring 
1 is partially shaded.  (a) 
Optimal control: A linear 
programming problem is 
solved to minimize the 
amount of power 
processed by subMICs.  
A central controller (not 
shown) would be needed 
to solve the problem and 
send commands to the 
subMICs.  (b) 
Suboptimal control: 
When an imbalance in 
voltages across a 
subMIC is detected, it 
independently extracts or 
injects current until the 
mismatch is remedied.   
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difference between the primary port voltage, Vsub, and the secondary port voltage, Vsec, it will 
independently inject or extract current from its substring until balancing is achieved, Fig. 10(b). 
This solution is much simpler in terms of practical implementation.  Since each subMIC will be 
processing only a fraction of the total mismatched power, subMICs with a lower power rating 
can be installed.  In the worst case, this strategy may process 33% more power than the optimal 
strategy, but the processed power is generally much closer to optimal [5].  Given the advantages 
of the suboptimal strategy, this approach has been proposed as the preferred solution for 
mismatch mitigation and performance enhancement of PV systems in [5].  The isolated-port 
architecture works well with the suboptimal strategy with no need for coordination among the 
subMICs.  Therefore, PVSims only supports the suboptimal strategy for the ‘pvtobus_iso’ 
architecture, but the ‘pvtobus_noniso’ architecture can be simulated with either control strategys.  
Notice that in the example above the ideal output power, Pout, with either control strategy is 
greater than the power extracted using bypass diodes.  When substring 1 is bypassed, Pout ≈ 120 
W instead of 150 W.  See [5] and [7] for further comparison of the optimal and suboptimal 
architectures, and open and run ‘Example_9__control_comparison.m’ to see a partially shaded 
module simulated with the two control strategies.   Notice the benefits of the optimal strategy are 
so slight, there is little to be gained from the extra complexity, and converters with a higher 
power rating may be required. 
  
4.2 Comparison of Performance of Supported Power Devices and Architectures 
 Next, we run two examples using a partially shaded string of 3 modules to compare the 
various available architectures.  In ‘Example_10_architecture_comparison.m’, the 3 modules 
with 3 substrings are simulated as one ‘big’ module of 9 substrings using the following 
architectures: no bypass mechanism; bypass diodes; ideal subMICs with the isolated-port 
architecture; 90% efficient subMICs with the non-isolated-port architecture and optimal control; 
90% efficient subMICs with the non-isolated-port architecture and suboptimal control; and 90% 
efficient subMICs with the isolated-port architecture, finite gain of 3.  
‘Example_11__multiple_modules.m’ has the same setup of a string of 3 modules, but requires a 
different setup for the use of the module-level DC optimizers and the conventionally wired 
isolated-port subMIC architecture.  Notice the nmods field is different in these two examples to 
account for the difference in simulating the system with subMICs (as one 9-substring modules) 
vs. the system with DC optimizers (as a string of three 3-substring modules). The results graph 
shows the ideal subMIC perform best.  As expected, there is little difference between the two 
control strategies for the non-isolated port architecture, and the curve becomes convex with the 
addition of the current limit and starts to resemble the output from the conventional system with 
bypass diodes.  
 
4.3 Long-term example with Inter-Row Shading 
 PVSims calculates PV module power output at one time point.  In 
‘Example_12__interrowshading.m’, we show how a large-scale simulation of the output of an 
array over the course of a day or year can be set up using a collection of shading and irradiance 
data.  The benefits of replacing diodes with subMICs can then be investigated over the life cycle 
of a PV array.  This example calculates the annual power output from a row of partially shaded 
modules using the ‘InterRowShadingAnnualData.mat’ data included with the MATLAB files.    
 Here, we look at the common case of inter-panel shading where there is a regular, 
predictable shading pattern cast from one row of panels on the row behind, as investigated in 
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[11].  Closely spaced rows with a smaller row spacing, S, experience more inter-row shading.  
The impact of inter-row shading also depends on the orientation of the substrings along either the 
short or long axis of the module and the orientation of the modules (Fig. 11).  For this system, we 
assume substrings are parallel the long side of the module.  If arranged in portrait orientation, the 
system would suffer higher losses because all sub-modules would be equally shaded and neither 
bypass diodes nor subMICs would provide any benefit.  In the landscape orientation, the 
substrings are oriented parallel to the shade.  The shade falls on one substring at a time, allowing 
for bypass diodes to engage as needed.  Therefore, the system is set up as a sample row from a 
large, commercial-scale array with modules arranged three-high in landscape orientation.   
 Neglecting edge effects, the shade is identical on all n modules in a horizontally wired 
string, so the sample row can be simulated as three parallel modules, then multiplied by n to 
calculate the production from the entire row.  At each hourly time point, the three modules are 
solved using shading, cell temperature, and irradiance data generated by NREL’s System 
Advisor Model (SAM) [10].   Hourly power outputs are summed to find the annual output.  Note 
that running this simulation is very computationally intensive; parallel processing can be used to 
speed the calculation by calculating multiple hourly sample points simultaneously and disabled 
by setting Line 25 to: 
 parok = 0; 
 This simulation also makes use of the ‘pvpause.m’ function to create a pause button to 
put long simulations on hold, if need be.  See Lines 27, 135, and 136 for the hopefully obvious 
use for the pause button.  Simply changing Line 22 to simulate bypass diodes allows the user to 
compare annual production with subMICs to a conventional system.   
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